
Boat trailer Lorries PP25-8025 GVW 2500
kg for boat max. 7 m BLACK powder-

coated 
  

Product price:  

4,055.33 €  
      

  

Product short description:  

External dimensions (cm): 801 x 252 cm 

Max. boat lenght (cm): 780 cm

Load capacity: 1807 kg

GVW: 2500 kg

  

Product description:  

The trailer, on which you can easily transport a boat, motorboat or yacht, has a
strong frame made of closed profile. In addition, it has been stiffened by the use of



four transverse supports and a guide, located along the frame. On the guide are
arranged four sets of bottom supports in the form of polyurethane wheels with a
diameter of fi 260 with metal rims and bottom rollers. At the end of the guide was
placed the so-called cradle, which is a movable assembly of keel rollers and wheels,
which has three sets of wheels with bottom rollers. Its operation is reduced to tilting
while bringing the boat in or out of the trailer. Thanks to this and the side support
system, placing the load is convenient and does not require much force.

Standard equipment: 

2 braked axles

185R14C wheels

Overrun and parking brake

Hot-dip galvanized, corrosion-resistant trailer steel components

Powder-coated construction (black color)

Function of adjusting the center of gravity of the trailer to the load (possible
adjustment of the axle position)

Support wheel

Manual winch

Adjustable winch post

Rear LED lights - tilting to the sides

Belt holders

Quad roller side supports (4 pieces)

Bottom supports: keel wheels, cradle with rollers and wheels

Maximum boat length: 7,8m



Information:

Descriptions posted on the site are from the websites of manufacturers and
distributors, despite the care taken in posting them, they may contain errors.
Descriptions and photos are therefore not the basis for claims against our company.
If you notice an error in the description, please contact us by e-mail at
sklep@mazzo.pl
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